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Abstract— Labels, short textual annotations are an important component of data visualizations, illustrations, infographics, and
geographical maps. In interactive applications, the labeling method responsible for positioning the labels should not take the resources
from the application itself. In other words, the labeling method should provide the result as fast as possible. In this work, we propose a
greedy point-feature labeling method running on GPU. In contrast to existing methods that position the labels sequentially, the proposed
method positions several labels in parallel. Yet, we guarantee that the positioned labels will not overlap, nor will they overlap important
visual features. When the proposed method is searching for the label position of a point-feature, the available label candidates are
evaluated with respect to overlaps with important visual features, conflicts with label candidates of other point-features, and their
ambiguity. The evaluation of each label candidate is done in constant time independently from the number of point-features, the number
of important visual features, and the resolution of the created image. Our measurements indicate that the proposed method is able to
position more labels than existing greedy methods that do not evaluate conflicts between the label candidates. At the same time, the
proposed method achieves a significant increase in performance. The increase in performance is mainly due to the parallelization and
the efficient evaluation of label candidates.

Index Terms—Label placement, Point-feature labeling, GPU.

1 INTRODUCTION

Labels, short textual annotations, are an important component of data
visualizations, illustrations, infographics, and geographical maps. The
main function of the labels is to provide annotations, for which we
can easily see to which visual features they relate. The annotations
(e.g., names of the visual features) are crucial in identifying the visual
features, especially in information visualization and geographical maps
where all visual features have the same or similar shape.

The label placement was identified as one of the most important
problems in Discrete Computational Geometry [3]. The label placement
is usually divided according to the feature type that is being labeled into
point-feature labeling, line-feature labeling, and area-feature labeling.
In this work, we are focusing on the point-feature labeling where the
features are points or small areas that can be approximated with points.

The point-feature labeling problem also denoted as label number
maximization problem is an optimization problem. The goal is to
label maximum number of point-features possible with labels of given
dimensions such that each label can be unambiguously associated with
the labeled point-feature and that no label overlaps with other labels or
important visual features (e.g., labels of point-features in a line chart
will not overlap the line). The problem does not have an easy solution
as it is NP-hard [2, 6, 11, 18].

Oftentimes, the point-feature labeling problem is extended to con-
sider several groups of point-features where the priority of each group
is given by order of the groups. In a such case, the goal for each group
is to maximize the number of positioned labels while not decreasing
the number of positioned labels in groups with higher priority.

The vast majority of point-feature labeling techniques, discussed
in detail in Section 2, position the label in close proximity to the
labeled point-feature. Most often, the techniques choose the label
from four or eight predetermined label candidates around the point-
feature. Less often, the techniques use the sliding model where the label
candidate is allowed to slide around the point-feature. Only several
techniques [13, 16] allow positioning the label further away from the
point-feature. They associate the label with the labeled point-feature
with a leader - a line or a curve that connects the label with the point-
feature.
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In interactive applications, especially in interactive data visualiza-
tions and interactive geographic information systems, we often obtain
previously unknown configurations of point-features after loading a
dataset or performing a dynamic query [24]. In such situations, to
support the user in identifying the point-features, the label layout needs
to be found in a very limited time.

In this work, we propose a screen-space greedy method that is
running on GPU. The proposed method takes a list of point-features
with their coordinates and labels as the input. Further, the method takes
as the input a raster image containing the important visual features that
cannot be occluded by the labels and a raster image into which the
labels will be drawn. This way, any application that is able to produce
an image can be easily integrated with the proposed method. The
proposed method allows to label a large number of point-features at
interactive framerates without the need for a pre-processing of the input
data. Alternatively, the proposed method can be utilized to quickly pre-
process the input data to generate a label layout that supports zoom and
pan. As the method is greedy, we do not guarantee that the proposed
method will find the optimal label layout. We highlight our four main
contributions:

1. In contrast to existing methods that position the labels sequen-
tially, the proposed method positions several labels in parallel.
Yet, we guarantee that the positioned labels will not overlap, nor
will they overlap important visual features.

2. The proposed method is evaluating overlaps with important vi-
sual features, considering conflicts with label candidates of other
point-features, and evaluating ambiguity when it is determining
the position of a label. This makes the proposed method more
flexible than the existing greedy methods that either evaluate over-
laps with important visual features [12, 16] or consider conflicts
with label candidates of other point-features [20]. Further, none
of the existing greedy methods evaluate ambiguity when it is
determining the position of a label.

3. The proposed method uses Summed Area Table [5] to evaluate
overlaps of a label candidate with important visual features, to
evaluate conflicts of the label candidate with label candidates of
other features, and to evaluate ambiguity of the label candidate.
Due to the Summed Area Table, the evaluation is done in constant
time independently of the number of important visual features,
labeled point-features, and resolution of the created image. Please
note that there is a performance cost associated with the creation
of the Summed Area Table, but the overall acceleration is greater
than the cost.
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Fig. 1. The eight predetermined label candidates around the point-feature
(indicated with the cross). The horizontal and vertical offset of each label
candidate from the point-feature is given by the offset o. For each label
candidate, we depict its preference as a number (lower is better). The
conflict rectangle enclosing all label candidates is indicated with red
color.

4. We have compared the performance and the number of labeled
point-features of the proposed method with two existing greedy
methods, Particle-based labeling of Luboschik et al. [16], and
Fast Labels of Kittivorawong et al. [12]. To assess the impact of
the greedy approach used in the proposed method on the number
of labeled point-features, we have compared the proposed method
with a modified meta-heuristic method of Zoraster [33] based
on simulated annealing. Our measurements indicate that the
proposed method achieves a significant increase in performance
compared to the other methods. At the same time, the proposed
method is able to label more point-features than the two greedy
methods but fewer point-features than the modified method of
Zoraster.

2 RELATED WORK

The point-feature labeling problem has been extensively studied, and
many optimization strategies were used to solve it. Often, the strategies
are using the same concept called conflict graph [25] to represent
possible conflicts (e.g., overlaps) among label candidates. Within this
concept, the objective of the point-feature labeling problem is to find
the maximum independent set of the conflict graph.

Many optimization strategies have been applied to the problem,
including simulated annealing [22, 33], tabu search [1, 32], genetic
algorithms [8, 28, 29], ant colonies [23], and 0-1 integer program-
ming [9, 17, 19]. For an extensive list of the existing methods, please
see the website of Wolff and Strijk [31], who catalogs the map labeling
techniques.

All the above-described methods provide high-quality label layouts
for various applications. However, only several methods [9,14] consider
overlaps among labels and other important visual features. Further, all
the above-described methods share a common problem. The computa-
tion time ranges from seconds for small datasets to minutes or hours
for large datasets. Consequently, these methods cannot be used in inter-
active applications where the positions of point-features can change in
time or where the label layout of a previously unknown configuration
of point-features is needed quickly.

Petzold et al. [21] addressed the problem of high computation time
for a special case of zooming in a map. They divided the calculation
into a time-demanding pre-processing stage and fast labeling phase. In
the pre-processing stage, they determine a modified conflict graph to
resolve label conflicts at any given zoom level of the map. Due to the
time-demanding pre-processing stage, the method is not applicable in
scenarios where the point-features cannot be pre-processed in advance.

Been et al. [2] explored the labeling of dynamic maps. They propose
a method that can position the labels consistently with panning and
zooming operations. Interactive computation times are again achieved
by a heavy pre-processing phase.

Greedy methods are also addressing the problem of high computa-
tion time, but for a general case of the point-feature labeling problem.
Greedy methods do not guarantee to find the optimal label layout. Gen-
erally, they will find a worse label layout than the above-described
methods, but they are able to calculate the label layout in milliseconds
which makes them applicable in situations where heavy pre-processing
is not possible.

Mote [20] introduced a greedy method based on a so-called trellis
strategy. The method divides the screen area into a 2-dimensional grid

and determines a simplified version of a conflict graph for the given
point-features. Only point-features in neighboring cells need to be
checked for conflict with a given point-feature. The technique assigns
a cost to every label candidate and selects the least expensive set of
non-conflicting candidates. However, overlaps of labels with important
visual features are not evaluated. Subsequently, the labels can occlude
important visual features.

Lubostchik et. al. [16] introduced Particle-based labeling, where the
particles represent both the already positioned labels and the visual fea-
tures that the labels cannot overlap. To reduce the number of particles
that need to be tested for overlaps with a label candidate, they introduce
a local neighborhood data structure similar to the Trellis strategy of
Mote [20]. In contrast to the method of Mote, Particle-based labeling
does not evaluate conflicts among the label candidates, which leads
to label layouts with a lower number of positioned labels when the
labels are positioned to the close proximity of the point-features. They
compensate it with so-called distant labels positioned further away
from the point-features. The relationship is established with straight
leaders that connect each distant label with the corresponding point-
feature. The distant labels also allow for the labeling of dense clusters
of point-features. Unfortunately, the straight leaders often cross the
point-features, the labels, and one another, which generates a signifi-
cant visual clutter. The performance of Particle-based labeling depends
heavily on the number of used particles. The method is significantly
slower for cases with complex visual features that the labels cannot
occlude.

The performance problem of Particle-based labeling was addressed
by Kittivorawong et al. [12] with occupancy bitmask. The occupancy
bitmask allows faster evaluation of the overlaps of the label candidates
with the visual features that cannot be occluded. However, the time
required to determine overlap for a label candidate still depends on the
size of the label candidate and the screen resolution.

Recently, Lhuillier et al. [13] proposed an approach to determine the
distant labels without the visual clutter. They calculate a density map
of point-features. The positions of labels are calculated by gradient
descent of the density map with leaders corresponding to the trajectory.
Therefore, the leaders are guaranteed to be crossing-free. They incor-
porate an obstacle map to avoid overlaps of labels and other important
visual features. However, the method is not suitable for large datasets
due to high computation time.

As our proposed method uses Summed Area Table [5] to evaluate
the label candidates, we mention that recently Čmolı́k et al. [4] used
Summed Area Table to evaluate label candidates of area-features.

3 LABELING OF POINT-FEATURES ON GPU

In this work, we propose a greedy method that allows to provide visual
features that the labels cannot overlap and evaluates conflicts between
the label candidates of point-features. Further, we propose how to
evaluate the ambiguity of the label candidates. We demonstrate that
the evaluation of ambiguity further improves the resulting label layout.
Finally, in contrast to other existing methods, the proposed method
positions labels of several point-features in parallel.

The proposed method is choosing the label for each point-feature
from eight predetermined label candidates around the point-feature, see
Figure 1. Each label candidate has its preference (lower is better). The
proposed method is choosing the label based on the preference of the
label candidates and other properties of the label candidates discussed
later. The horizontal and vertical offset of the label candidates from
the point-feature is given by the offset o. All label candidates of
a point-feature are enclosed in the conflict rectangle with the width
w = 2 ·wL +2 ·o and height h = 2 ·hL +2 ·o, where wL is the width of
the label and hL is the height of the label.

3.1 Parallel Point-Feature Labeling

To allow labeling of multiple point-features at once, we utilize distance
between the point-features. We can label a set of point-features in
parallel if the vertical distance dv ≥ wmax and the horizontal distance
dh ≥ hmax for each pair of point-features in the set, where wmax and
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Fig. 2. An illustration of four blocks b00, b01, b10, and b11 and their quad-
rants. The quadrant of each block with quadrant id q = 1 is highlighted in
gray color. Three point-features at extreme positions and their conflict
rectangles are depicted in red color to show that in a worst-case, the
conflict rectangles will touch but not overlap.

hmax are the maximum with and height of conflict rectangles of all
point-features calculated from the provided labels and font size.

Finding such a set of point-features is relatively easy. We divide the
space into grid a of blocks of width 2 ·wmax and height 2 · hmax, see
Figure 2 for an example. We denote each block as bi j, where i and j
are x and y coordinates of the block in the grid. Then, we divide each
block into four quadrants of width wmax and height hmax. We assign
quadrant id q ∈ {0,1,2,3} to each quadrant according to its position
in the block, see Figure 2 for an example. Finally, by choosing one
point-feature from the quadrant with given q of each block, we obtain
the set of point-features that can be labeled in parallel. In Figure 2, we
highlight the quadrant with q = 1 in each block with gray color and
depict three point-features with extreme positions and with the width
w = wmax and height h = hmax of their conflict rectangles to show that
in the worst case the labels will touch but not overlap. Please note that
if certain quadrants do not contain any point-features then the condition
that the labels will not overlap is still met.

3.2 Overview of the Algorithm

The proposed algorithm is a screen-space technique that operates in
image space. The algorithm works with 2D buffers. A 2D buffer is
similar to a 2D raster image, but the values stored in a 2D buffer do not
need to be colors; they can be any desired values.

Our algorithm takes the list of point-features and two buffers as the
input. For each point-feature, the [x,y] coordinates and the label string
are provided. The obstacles buffer is a buffer that contains a mask of
the important visual features that the labels cannot overlap. Essentially,
the pixels of the obstacles buffer that the labels cannot overlap have the
value 1 while the remaining pixels have the value 0. The color buffer
contains the image that will be overlaid with the labels.

The output of the algorithm is the color buffer overlaid with the
positioned labels. Alternatively, the output of the algorithm can be the
labels buffer, a buffer of the width equal to the number of point-features
and of the height 1 containing the coordinates and dimensions of the
positioned labels. The x coordinate in this buffer corresponds to the
index of the point-feature in the input list of point-features.

The algorithm uses other buffers internally. The conflict buffer is
used to evaluate conflicts between the label candidates of different point-
features. The ambiguity buffer is used for the evaluation of ambiguity
of the label candidates. The label obstacles buffer is used to evaluate
overlaps of label candidates with already positioned labels. All these
buffers have the same size as the input obstacles buffer. In fact, we
combine the obstacles buffer, conflict buffer, ambiguity buffer, and
label obstacles buffer into the evaluation buffer. The evaluation buffer
is a buffer with four channels (similar to an RGBA image), where the
obstacles buffer, conflict buffer, ambiguity buffer, and label obstacles
buffer are each represented as one channel. Further, the algorithm uses
the block buffer that represents the blocks of the grid. The size of
the buffer corresponds to the size of the grid of blocks, i.e., there is
one pixel of the block buffer for each block of the grid. Finally, the
algorithm uses the priority buffer of the same size as the block buffer.
The priority buffer is used to find the point-feature with the highest
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Fig. 3. An illustration of changes in the evaluation buffer during the first
four iterations of the proposed algorithm. For each iteration we depict
the obstacles buffer, the conflict buffer, the ambiguity buffer, and the
label obstacles buffer. In the obstacles buffer, we indicate the processed
quadrant with light red color and the labels positioned in the previous
iterations. In the first iteration, a label of one point-feature is positioned.
The conflict rectangle of the point-feature is removed from the conflict
buffer, and the label is added to the label obstacles buffer.

priority for each block of the grid.
Below, we describe the overview of the proposed algorithm. We

explain the details in the following sections. We indicate the corre-
sponding sections in the overview. Figure 3 depicts how the evaluation
buffer will be modified during the first four iterations of the algorithm
for a simple line chart with four point-features. For a graphical version
of the overview with all used buffers, please see Figure 4.

1. Establish the set of quadrant ids Q = {0,1,2,3} and set the quad-
rant id q = 0.

2. Create evaluation buffer, see Section 3.3 for details.

3. Create priority buffer, block buffer, and labels buffer.

4. While the set of quadrant ids Q is not empty:

(a) Set quadrant id q = (q+1)%4.

(b) If the quadrant id q /∈ Q then go to Step 4.

(c) Set the value of each pixel in the priority buffer to 0. Clear
each pixel in the block buffer to contain no label and point-
feature.

(d) Do in parallel for each unlabeled point-feature f in the
quadrant with id q:

i. Determine the coordinates [i, j] of the block bi j which
contains the point-feature f .

ii. Determine the label L and the priority p of the point-
feature f using the evaluation buffer, see Section 3.4
for details. If the point-feature f cannot be labeled,
then the processing of the point-feature f ends.

iii. Atomic operation: If the priority p is greater than the
priority at position [i, j] in the priority buffer, then
set priority at position [i, j] in the priority buffer to
p and store the position and dimensions of the label
candidate l and position and id of the point-feature f
in the block buffer at position [i, j].

(e) Do in parallel for each block bi j:

i. If a point-feature in block bi j was labeled, then update
the evaluation buffer, see Section 3.5 for details.

(f) If no point-feature was labeled for quadrant id q, then re-
move the quadrant id q from the set of quadrant ids Q.

(g) Otherwise, do in parallel for each block bi j:
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Fig. 4. Graphical overview of the proposed algorithm. Black nodes and arrows represent the state diagram of the algorithm. Inside each node, we
depict the created buffers. Gray arrows incoming to a black node indicate that the node is reading from the buffer. A gray arrow outgoing from a black
node indicates that the node is writing into the buffer. In the red circles, we provide the numbering of the steps in the description of the algorithm.

i. If a point-feature in block bi j was labeled, then copy
the position and dimensions of the chosen label into
the labels buffer at the position given by the id of the
point-feature.

ii. Mark the point-feature as labeled.

5. Do in parallel for each point-feature:

(a) Draw the label on the screen.

The atomic operation used in the algorithm means that the whole step
is executed at once for each point-feature without interruption.

3.3 Creating the Evaluation Buffer
We create the evaluation buffer by combining the obstacles buffer,
conflict buffer, ambiguity buffer, and label obstacles buffer into a single
buffer similarly to how the RGBA image combines red, green, blue, and
alpha channels. We will express the value of a pixel of the evaluation
buffer as e = [eo,ec,ea,el ], where the eo, ec, ea, and el are values of the
corresponding pixel in the obstacles buffer, conflict buffer, ambiguity
buffer, and label obstacles buffer, respectively.

Now let us describe how we create the individual buffers. The
obstacles buffer is the input of the algorithm, and the remaining buffers
are created with the same size. The value of each pixel in the conflict
buffer is set to 0. For each point-feature, we render its conflict rectangle
and add 1 to each pixel in the conflict buffer inside the conflict rectangle.
After this, each pixel of the conflict buffer contains the number of
conflict rectangles that it is inside of. The ambiguity buffer is created
exactly the same as the conflict buffer. This is because the content of
the conflict buffer is changing during the labeling, while the content
of the ambiguity buffer remains the same. Please see Figure 3 for an
example. Lastly, the value of each pixel in the label obstacles buffer is
set to 0.

After we create the evaluation buffer, we calculate the Summed
Area Table [5] of all blocks bi j in the buffer in parallel. Calculating
the Summed Area Table for blocks bi j instead of the whole evaluation
buffer makes the calculation dependent on the size of the blocks which
is smaller than the size of the whole buffer. Further, it allows us to
update the Summed Area Table more efficiently. We describe the
update process in detail later in Section 3.5. To calculate the Summed
Area Table, we use the method of Hensley et al. [10] tailored for the
parallel calculation on GPU.

In the Summed Area Table, each pixel p of the buffer inside of
block bi j contains sum S = [So,Sc,Sa,Sl ] of the values of pixels in the
rectangle with the bottom left corner at the bottom left corner of the
block and top right corner at the position of pixel p. Again, the values

So, Sc, Sa, and Sl are sums of values of pixels in the corresponding
rectangle in the obstacle buffer, conflict buffer, ambiguity buffer, and
label obstacles buffer.

Summed Area Table allows to obtain the sum of values in a given
rectangle in the evaluation buffer in constant time. In our case, the
maximum size of the given rectangle is equal to the size of one quadrant
of the block. In other words, the given rectangle can be inside of a single
block, overlap two blocks horizontally, overlap two blocks vertically,
or overlap four blocks of the grid. In the following text, we show that
in the worst case we need nine reads from the Summed Area Table of
the evaluation buffer to obtain the sum of values in the given rectangle.

If the given rectangle is inside of a single block, we can obtain the
sum of values in the rectangle with reading values in the four corners
of the rectangle. In Figure 5(a), we depict the rectangle together with
the bottom and left border of the block. To obtain the sum S of values
in the rectangle, we calculate

S = S3−S1− (S2−S0) = S0−S1−S2 +S3, (1)

where S0, S1, S2, and S3 are sums in the Summed Area Table in the
corners of the given rectangle depicted in Figure 6.

In the case that the given rectangle overlaps two blocks vertically,
we need six reads from the Summed Area Table, see Figure 5(b). For
the part of the rectangle in the bottom block, we can use Equation 1.
For the part of the rectangle in the top block, we can calculate the sum
by subtracting the sum S4 from the sum S5. This gives us the equation

S = S0−S1−S2 +S3−S4 +S5. (2)

Similarly, in the case that the given rectangle overlaps two blocks
horizontally, we need six reads from the Summed Area Table, see
Figure 5(c). For the part of the rectangle in the left block, we can use
Equation 1. For the part of the rectangle in the right block, we can
calculate the sum by subtracting the sum S6 from the sum S7. This
gives us the equation

S = S0−S1−S2 +S3−S6 +S7. (3)

Finally, in the case that the rectangle overlaps four blocks of the grid,
we need nine reads from the Summed Area Table, see Figure 5(d). For
the part of the rectangle in the bottom left block, we can use Equation 1.
For the part of the rectangle in the top left block, we need to subtract
sum S4 from sum S5. For part of the rectangle in the bottom right
block, we need to subtract sum S6 from sum S7. And for the part of the
rectangle in the top right block, the sum equals to sum S8. Adding the
values for all parts of the rectangle gives us the equation

S = S0−S1−S2 +S3−S4 +S5−S6 +S7 +S8. (4)
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Fig. 5. The pixels (highlighted in red color) of the Summed Area Table
from which we need to read in order to calculate the sum of values in the
rectangle contained in a single block (a), overlapping two blocks vertically
(b), overlapping two blocks horizontally (a), and overlapping four blocks
(d).

3.4 Evaluating the Point-Features

This section describes how we determine the label L and the priority
p of a point-feature. The evaluation is based on the Summed Area
Table of the evaluation buffer. To simplify the following description,
we will not distinguish between label candidates completely inside in a
single block, label candidates overlapping two blocks vertically, label
candidates overlapping two blocks horizontally, and label candidates
overlapping four blocks. Instead, let us consider that the correct formula
from the previous section is used to obtain the sum of values inside of
the label candidate in the evaluation buffer.

In the following text, we describe an algorithm that determines label
L of a given point-feature from the label candidates of the point-feature
and assigns priority p to the point-feature. If the point-feature cannot
be labeled then, the label L is not set. In the algorithm, the label
candidates of the point-feature are evaluated sequentially in ascending
order according to their preference.

To evaluate a label candidate l, we obtain the sum S = [So,Sc,Sa,Sl ]
inside of the label candidate l from the Summed Area Table of the
evaluation buffer. First, we test that the candidate does not overlap
important visual features encoded in the obstacles buffer or already
positioned labels encoded in the label obstacles buffer. If that is the
case then So +Sl = 0.

For the satisfactory label candidate l, we evaluate the conflicts of
the label candidate l as a ratio of the area of the label A to the sum of
conflicts Sc inside of the label candidate. Please note that A/Sc = 1
only if the label candidate does not overlap the conflict rectangle of any
other unlabeled point-feature (i.e., the label candidate overlaps only the
conflict rectangle of its point-feature). If the label candidate overlaps
conflict rectangles of other unlabeled point-features then A/Sc < 1.

If there are multiple label candidates of a point-feature with the
same ratio A/Sc (this will happen most often when point-feature has
several label candidates without conflicts), then we prefer the label
candidate with the lowest ambiguity. We evaluate the ambiguity of
label candidate l as a ratio of the area of the label A to the sum of
ambiguity Sa inside of the label candidate. The sum of ambiguity is
similar to the sum of conflicts, but also considers the conflict rectangles
of already labeled point-features. Please note that the higher the ratio,
the lower the ambiguity. Again, A/Sa = 1 only if the label candidate
does not overlap the conflict rectangle of any other labeled or unlabeled
point-feature. A label candidate with such a ratio is not ambiguous
because it is not located in the proximity of any other point-feature.
The lower the ratio A/Sa, the closer is the label candidate to other
point-features. In Figure 3, we have depicted two label candidates
with dashed lines in the conflict buffer and the ambiguity buffer in
the algorithm’s third iteration. The evaluation of the conflicts alone
will not allow to prefer one of the candidates while the evaluation
of ambiguity will. Choosing the label candidate further away from
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Fig. 6. The sum of values (indicated with gray color) that is stored in a
pixel (highlighted in red color) of the Summed Area Table. We depict the
sum of values for the four pixels in the corners of a rectangle.

other point-features will make the label point-feature association easier.
However, the evaluation of ambiguity usually will not improve the
label layout in areas with densely packed point-features, as such point-
features typically will not have multiple label candidates with the same
ratio A/Sc.

If there are multiple label candidates of a point-feature with the
same ratio A/Sc and with the same ratio A/Sa, then we prefer the label
candidate with the highest preference.

Further, we use two rules of Wagner et al. [30] to simplify the
dependencies between the point-features. We have extended the second
rule to consider the ambiguity of the label candidates. (1) If a point-
feature has only one available label candidate left, then we use the
candidate, and the point-feature is assigned the highest priority possible.
(2) If a point-feature has label candidates that are not in conflict with
any label candidate of any other point-feature, then we use the least
ambiguous of the label candidates, and the point-feature is assigned
second highest priority.

The first rule will have the following effect. In the processed quad-
rant of blocks, we will always label a point-feature f with only one
available label candidate first. It is important to label the point-feature f
as soon as possible because the space needed for the last available label
candidate could be used by a label of another point-feature, and then we
would not be able to label the point-feature f . The second rule allows
to simplify the evaluation of conflicts between the label candidates.
Please note that after a point-feature is labeled, its conflict rectangle is
removed from the channel of the conflict buffer in the Summed Area
Table of the evaluation buffer which increases the chance of finding
new point-features with label candidates that are not in conflicts in the
next iteration.

The complete algorithm is as follows:

1. Set the number of available candidates N = 8.

2. Set best conflicts c = 0.

3. Set best ambiguity a = 0.

4. For each label candidate l:

(a) Calculate area A of the label candidate.

(b) Obtain the sum S = [So,Sc,Sa,Sl ] inside of the label can-
didate l from the Summed Area Table of the evaluation
buffer.

(c) If So +Sl = 0:

i. If A/Sc > c or (A/Sc = c and A/Sa > a): Set the label
L = l, set the priority p = 0.9 ·A/Sc, set best conflicts
c = A/Sc, and set the best ambiguity a = A/Sa.

Otherwise: N = N−1

(d) If N = 1: Set the priority p = 1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. The update rectangles (in red, green, blue, and purple color)
with highlighted pixels c0 and c1 for a conflict rectangle inside a single
block (a), overlapping two blocks horizontally (b), overlapping two blocks
vertically (c), and overlapping four blocks (d).

Please note that in Step 4(c)i, we use the multiplication factor 0.9
to calculate the priority p to make sure that the priority of the point-
feature with the last available label candidate (Step 4d) is the highest.
If there is no point-feature with the last available label candidate, then
the multiplication will not have any effect on the resulting label layout.

3.5 Updating the Evaluation Buffer
In each iteration, after we have positioned a label for one point-feature
in certain blocks, we need to update the information in the Summed
Area Table of the evaluation buffer. One option is to remove the conflict
rectangle of each labeled point-feature from the conflict buffer, add
each positioned label into the label obstacles buffer, and calculate the
Summed Area Table of the evaluation buffer again. Unfortunately, this
approach leads to poor performance. Therefore, we update the Summed
Area Table of the evaluation buffer directly.

To remove a conflict rectangle of a labeled point-feature from the
conflict buffer, we need to subtract 1 from each pixel in the conflict
buffer inside the conflict rectangle of the labeled point-feature. Based
on this, we can update the Summed Area Table of the evaluation buffer
directly.

First, let us consider a conflict rectangle that is completely inside
of a single block. For such a conflict rectangle, we need to update
the rectangle from the lower-left corner of the conflict rectangle to the
top right corner of the block, see Figure 7(a) for an example. We will
denote the rectangle as update rectangle. For the sum Sc in each pixel
p in the update rectangle, we need to subtract the number of pixels
C that are inside of the intersection of the positioned label and the
rectangle with lower-left corner c0 and top right corner p. In Figure 8,
we depict the intersection for four pixels in various quadrants of the
update rectangle. To calculate the number of pixels C for each pixel p,
we use the equation

C = (dmin(xp,xc1)e−bxc0c) · (dmin(yp,yc1)e−byc0c). (5)

If we consider that the conflict rectangle overlaps two or four blocks,
see Figures 7(c), 7(b), and 7(d), all we need to do is to determine
the update rectangle for each block, and for each update rectangle
determine the positions of pixels c0 and c1. We depict the positions
for each update rectangle in Figure 7. Then, we can use Equation 5 to
update all pixels in each update rectangle.

Similarly, to update the obstacles buffer, we need to add 1 to each
pixel in the obstacles buffer inside the label of the labeled point-feature.
Based on this, we can again update the Summed Area Table of the
evaluation buffer directly. The approach is the same as for the conflict
rectangle, but instead of the conflict rectangle, we use the positioned
label. Further, instead of subtracting from the Sc in each pixel, we are
adding to Sl .

Now let us discuss why we are calculating the Summed Area Table of
the evaluation buffer for the individual blocks instead of for the whole
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(b)

c�

c�
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(c)
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p

(d)

Fig. 8. The sum of values (indicated with gray color) that is subtracted
from pixel p in the update rectangle (red rectangle) when we are removing
the conflict rectangle (black rectangle) of a labeled point-feature from the
Summed Area Table. We depict the sum pixel p in four quadrants of the
update rectangle.

buffer. Let us consider that the Summed Area Table was calculated for
the whole buffer. In consequence, the update rectangles will be much
larger. Each rectangle will be from the lower-left corner of the conflict
rectangle (or the label) of the positioned point-feature to the top-right
corner of the buffer. Therefore, we need to update many more pixels
of the buffer. As a GPU has a fixed number of shader units, updating
more pixels will result in sequential processing of several pixels by
each shader unit, and thus the performance will decrease dramatically.

3.6 Supporting Priority Groups of Point-Features
In many real-world situations, we have several groups of point-features
with various priorities (e.g., capital cities and regular cities). To achieve
this with the proposed method, we establish a list of the groups where
the groups are sorted according to their priority in descending order.
Then, we sequentially run the algorithm for each group. We recommend
using the same grid of blocks for all runs of the algorithm.

For each run of the algorithm, we need to set up the obstacles buffer,
conflict buffer, ambiguity buffer, and label obstacles buffer correctly.
The conflict buffer should contain conflict rectangles of point-features
that are only in the processed group. On the other hand, the ambiguity
buffer should contain conflict rectangles of all point-features. This
way, the algorithm will evaluate the ambiguity of label candidates with
respect to all point-features. The label obstacles buffer should contain
the labels positioned by all preceding runs of the algorithm. Finally, the
obstacles buffer can be the same for all runs of the algorithm. Please
note that by providing different obstacles buffer for each group of point-
features, we can control which important visual features will not be
occluded by the labels of the point-features in the group. For example,
the labels of capital cities cannot overlap other capital cities, but can
overlap the regular cities and the regular cities cannot overlap both
capital cities and other regular cities.

3.7 Supporting Zoom and Pan
In interactive scenarios, users typically use zoom and pan to navigate
in the environment (e.g. in a 2D map). During zooming and panning,
the labeling of the point-features needs to be consistent. Been et al. [2]
provide four rules for consistent point-feature labeling: (R1) labels
are not vanishing when zooming in or appearing when zooming out,
(R2) position and size of a label is changing continuously under the
pan and zoom operations, (R3) labels are not vanishing or appearing
during panning, and (R4) the placement of any label is a function of the
current zoom and pan state (i.e., it is not influenced by previous states).

In order to support the zoom and pan scenario and fulfill all the
rules for consistent labeling, we need to sequentially calculate the label
layout of point-features at increasing discrete zoom levels. Further, for
each point-feature we need to store the zoom level zl at which its label
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Fig. 9. (top) The measured computation time in dependence on the resolution of the obstacles buffer (a), the number of point-features in the dataset
(b), and the font size (c). (bottom) The number of positioned labels in dependence on the resolution of the obstacles buffer (d), the number of
point-features in the dataset (e), and the font size (f). In charts (a) and (d), we show on the x axis only the width of the obstacles buffer as the size of
the buffer was always in the 4 : 3 ratio.

was positioned. Please note that during the label layout calculation, we
do not scale up the environment. Instead, with the increasing zoom
level, we scale down the labels with 1/zl .

We start with zoom level zl = 1 and subsequently multiply the zoom
level zl with zoom factor z f until the desired maximum zoom level is
reached. In our case, we are using zoom factor z f = 1.05. Before we
calculate the label layout for zoom level zl > 1, we render the labels of
point-features labeled on lower zoom levels to the label obstacles buffer
and calculate label positions only for the remaining point-features.

Finally, during the rendering of the labels, we render only the labels
with zoom level zl ≤ zr, where zr is the rendering zoom level.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of the proposed method. Further,
we compare the performance and the quality of the resulting label
layouts of the proposed method with existing methods. To assess the
quality of the resulting label layouts, we use the number of labeled
point-features. For the comparison, we have used the implementation
of the proposed method in Java and OpenGL.

We compare the proposed method with the available Java implemen-
tation [15] of Particle-based labeling [16]. For one dataset, we compare
the proposed method also with the improved Particle-based labeling
by Kittivorawong et al. [12]. The comparison is made based on their
reporting of performance improvement over Particle-based labeling for
the particular dataset. To assess the impact of the greedy approach used
in the proposed method on the number of labeled point-features, we
compare the proposed method with the modified meta-heuristic method
of Zoraster [33] based on simulated annealing. We have modified the
method to consider the obstacles buffer and eliminate label candidates
that overlap the important visual features.

Please note that comparing the performance of the proposed method
with existing methods is complicated as the proposed method is running
on GPU while the existing methods are running on CPU. We have
approached the comparison from the point of the end-user. Therefore,
we have measured the performance of all methods on the same computer
equipped with Intel Xeon E3-1275 V2 running at 3.5 GHz, 16 GB of
RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660 Ti with 6 GB of RAM and
1536 unified shaders.

For the comparison, we also consider the visual representation of
the point-features. In other words, each point-feature can be visually
represented as a small circle, square, or any other shape. This is usual
in visualization, geographic maps, geographic information systems,
and many other areas. Please note that while we are rendering the
point-features as small circles (or any other shape), we are still labeling
them as points. To ensure that the labels will not overlap the visual
representations of the point-features, the visual representations need to
be treated as important visual features that the labels cannot overlap.
Therefore, we provide the same obstacles buffer as an input to all
compared methods.

First, we have measured the time needed to calculate the label layout
and the number of positioned labels in dependency on the number
of labeled point-features, on the precision with which we evaluate
the overlaps with important visual features (e.g., the point-features
rendered as small circles) and already placed labels, and on the size of
the font used for the labels. Please note that in all compared methods,
the precision depends on the resolution of the input obstacles buffer.

To measure the dependencies, we rendered the given number of
pseudo-randomly distributed point-features into the obstacles buffer
of the given resolution, calculated the sizes of the labels based on the
given font, and provided the point-features together with the label sizes
and the obstacles buffer as the input of all compared methods.

For each given number of point-features, we repeated the measure-
ment 100 times, that is 10 times for each of the 10 variants of distributed
point-features. From these measurements, we calculated the average
computation time and the average number of positioned labels that we
report. In the supplemental material, we depict a cut-out from one of
the ten random datasets used for the performance test.

We depict the computation times of the methods and the number of
positioned labels in dependency on the resolution of the input obstacles
buffer in Figures 9(a) and 9(d). The number of point-features was
fixed at 2000. For the obstacles buffer resolution 1000× 750, the
font size was 8 pt. The font size was increasing with the increasing
resolution of the obstacles buffer. This way, the same configuration of
point-features and label candidates was evaluated but with increasing
precision. Our measurement indicates that the computation time of the
proposed method increases with the resolution of the obstacles buffer
more slowly than the computation time of Particle-based labeling. For
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Fig. 10. (a) The US airports dataset labeled with the proposed method. (b) The measured computation time in dependence on the resolution of the
obstacles buffer. (c) The number of positioned labels in dependence on the resolution of the obstacles buffer.

the highest measured resolutions of the obstacles buffer, the proposed
method needed 36% of the computation time of Particle-based labeling.
We do not depict the computation time for the method of Zoraster
as it required from 1 s for the resolution 1000× 750 to 1.5 s for the
resolution 8000×6000. Further, the proposed method positioned labels
for more point-features than Particle-based labeling, but less than the
method of Zoraster. Please note that the slight increase in the number of
positioned labels with the increasing resolution of the obstacles buffer
for all methods is due to the increasing precision of the evaluation.

In Figures 9(b) and 9(e), we show the computation times of the
methods and the number of positioned labels in dependency on the
number of point-features. For this measurement, the resolution of
the obstacles buffer was fixed at 4000× 3000 and the font size was
fixed at 8pt. The measurement indicates that while Particle-based
labeling is faster for a lower number of point-features (n = 1000), the
computation time of the proposed method increases with the number of
point-features much more slowly than the computation time of Particle-
based labeling. For the highest measured number of point-features, the
proposed method needed only 3% of the computation time of Particle-
based labeling. Particle-based labeling was faster for a lower number of
point-features (n = 1000) due to the cost associated with the Summed
Area Table calculation that is resolution-dependent. For higher numbers
of point-features, the speed up in evaluation of the label candidates
outweighs this cost. Again, we do not depict the computation time for
the method of Zoraster as it required 0.9 s for 1000 point-features and
4.7 s for 8000 point-features. The proposed method positioned more
labels in dependency on the number of point-features than Particle-
based labeling, but less than the method of Zoraster. The reason for
the decreasing number of positioned labels with the increasing number
of point-features is less free space for the labels with the increasing
number of point-features.

We depict the computation times of the methods and the number of
positioned labels in dependency on the font size in Figures 9(c) and 9(f).
For this measurement, the resolution of the obstacles buffer was fixed at
2000×1500 and the number of point-features was fixed at 1000. The
measurement indicates that the proposed method is slightly font-size-
dependent. This comes from the fact that the number and dimensions
of blocks are dependent on the font size. Particle-based labeling was
faster for small fonts, but the computation time of the proposed method
increased with the font size much more slowly than the computation
time of Particle-based labeling. For the highest measured font size,

the proposed method needed 38% of the computation time of Particle-
based labeling. Again, we do not depict the computation time for the
method of Zoraster as it required 0.8 s for the font size of 8 pt and 0.7 s
for the font size of 32 pt. As expected, the number of positioned labels
decreased with the increasing font size, as every label takes up more
space. Still, the proposed method was able to position more labels than
Particle-based labeling, but less than the method of Zoraster.

From the measurements, we can see that the performance of the
proposed method decreases the most with the increasing resolution of
the obstacles buffer. This is due to the calculation of the Summed Area
Table, and its update as the performance of these steps decreases with
increasing resolution of the obstacles buffer. For more details, please
see the supplementary material.

Next, we have measured the computation time and the number
of positioned labels on a real-world dataset of 3340 airports in the
USA [27]. For this dataset, we measured the computation time and
the number of positioned labels in dependency on the resolution of the
input obstacles buffer. Again the font size was decreasing or increasing
with the resolution of the obstacles buffer to preserve the configuration
of point-features and label candidates, but increase the precision of
the evaluation. For the measurement, we have divided the input point-
features into two priority groups. In the first priority group were 56
airports with direct flights to Seattle-Tacoma airport. The remaining
airports were in the second priority groups. The point-features in the
first group were labeled with red font of size 26 pt. The point-features
in the second group were labeled with black font of size 19 pt. These
font sizes were used for the obstacles buffer resolution 4000× 3000.
Please see Figure 10(a) for the result of the proposed method. The
labels of the point-features in the first group (in red color) were not
allowed to overlap the connecting lines and visual representations of
the point-features in the first group. The labels of the point-features
in the second group (in black color) were not allowed to overlap the
connecting lines, visual representations of the point-features in both
groups, and the boundaries of US states.

We depict the performance of the methods and the number of po-
sitioned labels in dependency on the resolution of the input obstacles
buffer in Figures 10(b) and 10(c). Our measurement indicates again
that the computation time of the proposed method increases with the
resolution of the obstacles buffer much more slowly than the computa-
tion time of Particle-based labeling. For the highest resolutions of the
obstacles buffer, the proposed method needed 11% of the computation
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Connected scatter-plot dataset labeled with the proposed method. To evaluate the label candidates, we have used the overlaps and
preference of the label candidates (a), the overlaps, conflicts, and preference of the label candidates (b), and the overlaps, conflicts, ambiguity, and
preference of the label candidates (c).

time of Particle-based labeling. Interestingly, the method of Zoraster
was faster than Particle-based Labeling for the highest resolution. This
was due to the extreme number of label candidates removed based on
the obstacles buffer. The proposed method positioned labels for more
point-features than Particle-based labeling, but less than the method of
Zoraster. The slight increase in the number of positioned labels with
the increasing resolution of the obstacles buffer for all methods is again
due to the increasing precision of the evaluation.

In Figure 10(b), we also indicate the performance of the Fast Labels
method by Kittivorawong et al. [12] based on their reporting of a
performance increase for the same dataset. The computation time of
the proposed method increased with the resolution of the obstacles
buffer much more slowly than the computation time of the Fast Labels
method. Kittivorawong et al. [12] report that the Fast Labels method
positions labels of slightly fewer point-features than Particle-based
labeling. Therefore, we can expect that the proposed method will
position labels of more point-features than the Fast Labels method.

Further, we used the proposed method to support zoom and pan for
the US airports dataset and the GapMinder dataset [7]. The proposed
method calculated label positions for all 62 zoom levels between 1 and
20 (zoom factor z f = 1.05) in 1644 ms for the US airports dataset and
in 756 ms for the GapMinder dataset for the year 2008. Please see the
supplementary material for images of the results and the supplementary
video for the live capture of interaction with the results.

In Figure 11, we demonstrate the effect of the evaluation of con-
flicts between the label candidates and the evaluation of ambiguity
of the label candidates on the connected scatter-plot dataset [26]. In
Figure 11(a), the labels were positioned without evaluating conflicts
and ambiguity, the label candidates were evaluated based on overlaps
with important visual features and already positioned labels and their
preference. In the figure, we have magnified five areas (purple boxes)
where the label layout can be improved (red boxes). In Figure 11(b),
the labels were positioned based on overlaps, conflicts, and preference.
The evaluation of conflicts between the label candidates improved the
label layout in two of the five areas. In Figure 11(c), the labels were
positioned based on the overlaps, conflicts, ambiguity, and preference.
The evaluation of ambiguity of the label candidates further improved
the label layout in two more areas. In the figure, we have highlighted
with a red box the single problematic part of the label layout. As it
can be seen, the evaluation of conflicts and ambiguity improves the
label layout. Please note that the single problematic label for the year
1966 was not centered below the point-feature due to the overlapping
conflict rectangles of the previous and next point-features in that re-
gion. In consequence, the algorithm considers such positions as more
ambiguous.

To assess the impact of the evaluation of ambiguity on areas with
densely positioned point-features, we labeled the US airports dataset
with and without the evaluation of ambiguity. Please see the supple-
mentary material for the results. The evaluation of ambiguity had a
small effect on the resulting layout. In both cases, the proposed method

positioned labels for the same 939 point-features, and only 13 labels
were positioned at different positions.

4.1 Limitations
In this section, we discuss the limitations of the proposed method.
Foremost, it is a greedy algorithm that cannot recover from a local
minimum/maximum. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that the algorithm
finds the optimal solution nor that the found solution will be close to
the optimal solution.

We are using the grid of blocks to label multiple point-features in
each iteration. However, we cannot guarantee that a point-feature with
a low priority from the processed quadrant will not use the space of
a point-feature with a higher priority in the remaining quadrants. In
consequence, this may lead to a lower number of labeled point-features.
Fortunately, the evaluation of the conflicts and the ambiguity for each
label candidate helps to decrease the problem.

The proposed method works well only with rectangular labels. La-
bels of different shapes (e.g., circles) need to be enclosed by rectangles
which may lead to inefficient utilization of the space available for labels.

If the difference in the size between the smallest label and the largest
label is large, then the used blocks may contain many small labels,
which will lead to a higher number of iterations of the algorithm and to
a decrease in performance.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we propose a screen space greedy method to solve the
point-feature labeling problem. In contrast to other existing methods,
the proposed method positions labels of several point-features in par-
allel based on a grid of blocks. When determining the position of the
label of a point-feature, the proposed method evaluates overlaps of the
label candidates with important visual features and already positioned
labels, conflicts of the label candidates with label candidates of other
point-features, and ambiguity of the label candidates.

We have demonstrated that the proposed method supports point-
features divided into several priority groups, that the proposed method
can be utilized in the zoom and pan scenario, and that the evaluation
of conflicts and ambiguity of the label candidates improves the label
layout. Further, we have compared the proposed method with Particle-
based labeling of Luboschik et al. [16] and with the modified meta-
heuristic method of Zoraster [33]. Our measurements indicate that
for the number of point-features greater than 1000 and the font size
greater than 10 pt, the proposed method achieves significantly lower
computation times while positioning labels for more point-features
than Particle-based labeling, but fewer point-features than the modified
meta-heuristic method of Zoraster.
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